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2
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1
Bathrooms  

80m²
Floorplan
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OVERVIEW

A very well maintained and presented 2-bedroom
apartment with year-round sun and close to the Playa
Moraig.

Located in the complex of Monte Cala on the Cumbre Del Sol, Benitachell, this
apartment offers comfortable year round living or use. The development enjoys 3
large communal pools with terracing offering shade and sun. There is a snack bar
adjacent to this area which is open in the high season. 

The apartment is distributed over a single level with 1 good-sized double bedroom, 1
single bedroom and a bathroom with shower. The living/dining room are open plan
to the American-style kitchen with a new electric hob. 

Sliding doors lead out from the living room to the west facing terrace, which is large
enough for sun loungers and a dining table. From here there are views over the
countryside towards Moraira.

The apartment benefits from heating and air conditioning in the master bedroom and
living room, and there is ample parking on the street. 

Close by is the blue flag beach of the Cala Moraig, a supermarket, various restaurants
and hiking routes. 

An ideal holiday or investment property, offering superb facilities and some beautiful
views.

lucasfox.com/go/jav38469

Mountain views, Swimming Pool, Parking,
Views, Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Built-in wardrobes, Balcony,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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	A very well maintained and presented 2-bedroom apartment with year-round sun and close to the Playa Moraig.

